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I R S E E M O N A S T E R Y – A place for spurring imagina
tion and the senses. Within the Swabian Conference
and Educational Centre, the Irsee Educational Institute
of the Bavarian District Assembly and the Swabian
Academy also reside. The spectrum of offers ranges from
professional further education to open adult education.

I R S E E M O N A S T E R Y – Enjoy the unique festive
atmosphere and concentrated quiescence. Please
contact us about your ideas for an event or a conference.
A dedicated team will be pleased to be at your disposal.
Because for Irsee Monastery a pplies: porta patet, cor
magis – the door stands open, more so the heart !

With the Living Arts Swabian Summer of Arts, an inter
disciplinary summer academy of Fine Arts, the well
known Irseer Dînerconcerts, a get-together of international
music and fine cuisine, and Irseer Pegasus, a meeting of
authors, Irsee Monastery is perceived as a cultural centre
of distinction.

Irsee Monastery
Swabian Conference and Educational Centre
Klosterring 4, D-87660 Irsee

Irsee Monastery is a place for encountering history,
literature, philosophy, medicine, classical music and
contemporary art.

Telephone +49 (0)8341 906-00
Telefax
+49 (0)8341 74278
E-Mail
hotel@kloster-irsee.de
www.kloster-irsee.de

Monastery
Swabian Conference
and Educational Centre
An institution of the
Region of Swabia

Historically influenced

Atmospherically unique

Glamorously festive

I R S E E M O N A S T E R Y – The Conference and Edu
cational Centre of the Region of Swabia is based in a
jewel of baroque architecture and provides a forum of
international renown for discussions on politics, economics and science, as well as for interactions among
artists and musicians.

I R S E E M O N A S T E R Y – Air to breathe and room to
move. The tranquillity of the guest rooms, the gentle
colours of the stairways and the functional but pleasing
atmosphere of the conference rooms provide an inspiring setting for any type of creative work.

I R S E E M O N A S T E R Y – Festive rooms such as the
former library, the erstwhile mathematical cabinet, the
abbot’s former reception room, and the room of chapters are glamorous stages for memorable family parties and company gatherings. The chef and restaurant
executive will be pleased to advise you on your choice
of menu for banquets, receptions or dinners, whether
buffet-style or a served meal of several courses.

Besides the 81 comfortable guest rooms, there are
15 conference rooms of various sizes in the meticulously restored baroque former Benedictine monastery.
Modernly equipped, these rooms provide a functional as
well as festive setting for any kind of conference, from an
intimate seminar in one of our ateliers to a symposium
or congress in our festive hall.

Irsee Monastery offers an impressive frame for any
event, whether congress, conference, workshop,
banquet or ball. Those with high standards will be
most pleased. The wide cross-coat hallways are ideally
suited for exhibitions and presentations. The monastery
garden provides an inviting setting for private talks. The
conference rooms charm with their individual character. History is linked with functionality, and baroque
stucco becomes a backdrop for modern media.

The restaurant, formerly the refectory of the Benedictine
abbey, unites elegant architecture and cultivated hospitality with an ambience of startling beauty. Beneath the
subtle play of colours of a modern ceiling fresco, fresh
Allgaeu-Swabian specialities, classical culinary dishes with
a seasonal touch and Mediterranean delicacies are served.
An evening with a buffet in the rustic monastery cellar
or in the monastery park in front of the orangery with
aromatic monastery beer or vintage imperial monastery
sparkling wine will not be forgotten.

